A chaotic region and stabilization method of domain-wall motion were examined by computer simulation. The dynamics of the magnetic domain-wall is described by a nonlinear differential equation with the terms of inertia, damping, restoring, external magnetic drive force, and control input as follows: Where µ 0 is the permeability of vacuum, α is the Gilbert damping coefficient, γ is the gyromagnetic constant, Δ= δ/π is the width parameter of the magnetic domain wall, x is the coordinate of the domain wall, t is the time, H is the external magnetic field, f is the frequency of external magnetic field. The coefficients in brackets are defined as M, K, R, and B in that order.
These material values and coefficients are the values that assumed CoZrMo/SiO 2 multilayered thin film. The computer simulation is performed by the 4th order Runge-Kutta method. Figure 1 shows the region of chaotic motion of domain wall.When the magnetic domain wall causes chaotic motion, the period of motion P is diverged. Using this property, we place the chaotic motion in P>20. A triangle mark on Fig. 1 is domain-wall resornance calculated by an energy loss peak. The bottom of chaotic region supported domain-wall resonance. In addition the chaotic motion tend to occur except (high frequency)-(high amplitude), and (low frequency)-(low amplitude) area.
About stabilization method of chaotic domain-wall motion, we examined Extended Delayed Feedback Control (EDFC) method, Half-Period-DFC method, Half-Period-EDFC method, as well as conventional Delayed Feedback Control (DFC) method. The quantity of Q which quantified control performance was defined. We compared a value Q and control input for each method. As a result, EDFC method (τ =T/2), and Half-Period-EDFC method were shown to be effective in single domain wall. The former has small control input, and, as for the latter, has wide controllability.
In the case of multi-domain walls, it was shown to be uncontrollable except DFC method (τ =T/2) and EDFC method (τ =T/2). Figure 2 is the Q values of two methods. The effectiveness of EDFC method is shown. A chaotic region and stabilization method of domain-wall motion were examined by computer simulation. As a result, the chaotic domain-wall motion was distributed outside of (high frequency)-(large amplitude), and (low frequency)-(small amplitude) excitation region, and the bottom of region supported domain-wall resonance. In addition, the extended delayed feedback control (EDFC) method and Half-period-EDFC method that improved delayed feedback method were shown to be effective as a control method. ( ) 
